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(54) IDENTITY PRESERVING REALISTIC TALKING FACE GENERATION USING AUDIO SPEECH 
OF A USER

(57) Speech-driven facial animation is useful for a
variety of applications such as telepresence, chatbots,
etc. The necessary attributes of having a realistic face
animation are: 1) audiovisual synchronization, (2) identity
preservation of the target individual, (3) plausible mouth
movements, and (4) presence of natural eye blinks. Ex-
isting methods mostly address audio-visual lip synchro-
nization, and synthesis of natural facial gestures for over-
all video realism. However, existing approaches are not
accurate. Present disclosure provides system and meth-

od that learn motion of facial landmarks as an interme-
diate step before generating texture. Person-independ-
ent facial landmarks are generated from audio for invar-
iance to different voices, accents, etc. Eye blinks are im-
posed on facial landmarks and the person-independent
landmarks are retargeted to person-specific landmarks
to preserve identity related facial structure. Facial texture
is then generated from person-specific facial landmarks
that helps to preserve identity-related texture.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS AND PRIORITY

[0001] The present application claims priority to Indian complete specification titled "IDENTITY PRESERVING REAL-
ISTIC TALKING FACE GENERATION USING AUDIO SPEECH OF A USER", Application No. 202021021475, filed in
India on May 21, 2020.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The disclosure herein generally relates to talking face generation techniques, and, more particularly, to identity
preserving realistic talking face generation using audio speech of a user.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Generating a realistic talking face from speech input is a fundamental problem with several applications such
as virtual reality, computer-generated imagery (CGI), chatbots, telepresence, etc. Essential requirements for all the
applications are that the synthesized face must appear photo-realistic with accurate and realistic audio-visual lip syn-
chronization and must also preserve the identity of the target individual. Also, for most of these applications, it is expected
to have a single image with the target identity’s face on which the motion has to be induced from a given speech input,
for greater flexibility of changing the target subjects at test time. Hence, audio-driven realistic facial animation from a
single image input is crucial. In general, any speech-driven facial animation method has several challenges due to the
existence of a variety in the facial structures of different target identities, different voices, and accents in input audio, etc.

SUMMARY

[0004] Embodiments of the present disclosure present technological improvements as solutions to one or more of the
above-mentioned technical problems recognized by the inventors in conventional systems. For example, in one aspect,
there is provided a processor implemented method for identity preserving realistic talking face generation using audio
speech of a user. The method comprises: obtaining, via one or more hardware processors, an audio speech and an
identity image of a target individual; extracting, via the one or more hardware processors, one or more DeepSpeech
features of the target individual from the audio speech; generating, using the extracted one or more DeepSpeech features,
via a trained speech-to-landmark generation network executed by the one or more hardware processors, a speech-
induced motion on a sparse representation of a neutral mean face pertaining to the at least one user, wherein the sparse
representation of the speech-induced motion comprises a plurality of facial landmark points; generating, via a video
dataset, a plurality of eye blink movements from random noise input, wherein the plurality of eye blink movements are
generated for each eye based on a sequence of generated displacements of associated facial landmark points of each
eye region, and wherein the plurality of eye blink movements comprise a set of eye landmark points with blink motion;
replacing one or more eye landmark points of the plurality of facial landmark points with the set of eye landmark points
with blink motion to obtain a set of final landmark points, the set of final landmark points comprises (i) the set of eye
landmark points with blink motion and (ii) one or more landmark points containing the speech-induced motion; generating
one or more target-specific landmark points based on (i) the set of final landmark points and (ii) an identity landmark
obtained from the identity image; and generating, an attention-based texture, using an attention map and a color map
that are learnt using the one or more target-specific landmark points and the identity image, wherein the attention-based
texture serves as an animated talking face of the target individual.
[0005] In an embodiment, the identity image comprises an image containing a neutral facial expression of the target
individual.
[0006] In an embodiment, the step of generating, via a video dataset, a plurality of eye blink movements from random
noise input, comprises: performing a comparison of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial
landmark points of each eye region with one or more ground truth displacements, wherein one or more higher order
moments of distribution of the sequence of generated displacements is compared with the one or more ground truth
displacements; and generating the plurality of eye blink movements based on the comparison.
[0007] In an embodiment, wherein the one or more higher order moments of the sequence of generated displacements
comprise one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial
landmark points of each eye region.
[0008] In an embodiment, the one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated displacements
comprise at least one of a mean, a variance, and a skewness. In an embodiment, a Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)
loss is computed using the one or more statistics. In an embodiment, the MMD loss is a measure of a similarity or a
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dissimilarity between a distribution of (i) the plurality of eye blink movements and (ii) one or more ground truth eye blink
movements.
[0009] In another aspect, there is provided a system for identity preserving realistic talking face generation using audio
speech of a user. The system comprises a memory storing instructions; one or more communication interfaces; and
one or more hardware processors coupled to the memory via the one or more communication interfaces, wherein the
one or more hardware processors are configured by the instructions to: obtain an audio speech and an identity image
of a target individual; extract one or more DeepSpeech features of the target individual from the audio speech; generate,
using the extracted one or more DeepSpeech features, via a trained speech-to-landmark generation network executed
by the one or more hardware processors, a speech-induced motion on a sparse representation of a neutral mean face
pertaining to the at least one user, wherein the sparse representation of the speech-induced motion comprises a plurality
of facial landmark points; generate, via a video dataset comprised in the memory, a plurality of eye blink movements
from random noise input, wherein the plurality of eye blink movements are generated for each eye based on a sequence
of generated displacements of associated facial landmark points of each eye region, and wherein the plurality of eye
blink movements comprise a set of eye landmark points with blink motion; replace one or more eye landmark points of
the plurality of facial landmark points with the set of eye landmark points with blink motion to obtain a set of final landmark
points, the set of final landmark points comprises (i) the set of eye landmark points with blink motion and (ii) one or more
landmark points containing the speech-induced motion; generate one or more target-specific landmark points based on
(i) the set of final landmark points and (ii) an identity landmark obtained from the identity image; and generate, an
attention-based texture, using an attention map and a color map that are learnt using the one or more target-specific
landmark points and the identity image, wherein the attention-based texture serves as an animated talking face of the
target individual.
[0010] In an embodiment, the identity image comprises an image containing a neutral facial expression of the target
individual.
[0011] In an embodiment, the plurality of eye blink movements are generated from the random noise input by performing
a comparison of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial landmark points of each eye region
with one or more ground truth displacements, wherein one or more higher order moments of distribution of the sequence
of generated displacements are compared with the one or more ground truth displacements; and generating the plurality
of eye blink movements based on the comparison.
[0012] In an embodiment, the one or more higher order moments of the sequence of generated displacements comprise
one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial landmark
points of each eye region.
[0013] In an embodiment, the one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated displacements
comprise at least one of a mean, a variance, and a skewness. In an embodiment, a Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)
loss is computed using the one or more statistics. In an embodiment, the MMD loss is a measure of a similarity or a
dissimilarity between a distribution of (i) the plurality of eye blink movements and (ii) one or more ground truth eye blink
movements.
[0014] In yet another embodiment, there is provided a computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer
readable medium having a computer readable program embodied therein, wherein the computer readable program,
when executed on a computing device, causes the computing device to generate identity preserving realistic talking
face using audio speech of a user by obtaining an audio speech and an identity image of a target individual; extracting,
via the one or more hardware processors, one or more DeepSpeech features of the target individual from the audio
speech; generating, using the extracted one or more DeepSpeech features, via a trained speech-to-landmark generation
network, a speech-induced motion on a sparse representation of a neutral mean face pertaining to the at least one user,
wherein the sparse representation of the speech-induced motion comprises a plurality of facial landmark points; gener-
ating, via a video dataset, a plurality of eye blink movements from random noise input, wherein the plurality of eye blink
movements are generated for each eye based on a sequence of generated displacements of associated facial landmark
points of each eye region, and wherein the plurality of eye blink movements comprise a set of eye landmark points with
blink motion; replacing one or more eye landmark points of the plurality of facial landmark points with the set of eye
landmark points with blink motion to obtain a set of final landmark points, the set of final landmark points comprises (i)
the set of eye landmark points with blink motion and (ii) one or more landmark points containing the speech-induced
motion; generating one or more target-specific landmark points based on (i) the set of final landmark points and (ii) an
identity landmark obtained from the identity image; and generating, an attention-based texture, using an attention map
and a color map that are learnt using the one or more target-specific landmark points and the identity image, wherein
the attention-based texture serves as an animated talking face of the target individual.
[0015] In an embodiment, the identity image comprises an image containing a neutral facial expression of the target
individual.
[0016] In an embodiment, the step of generating, via a video dataset, a plurality of eye blink movements from random
noise input, comprises: performing a comparison of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial
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landmark points of each eye region with one or more ground truth displacements, wherein one or more higher order
moments of distribution of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial landmark points of each
eye region are compared with the one or more ground truth displacements; and generating the plurality of eye blink
movements based on the comparison.
[0017] In an embodiment, the one or more higher order moments of the sequence of generated displacements of the
associated facial landmark points of each eye region comprise one or more statistics.
[0018] In an embodiment, the one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated displacements
comprise at least one of a mean, a variance, and a skewness. In an embodiment, a Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)
loss is computed using the one or more statistics. In an embodiment, the MMD loss is a measure of a similarity or a
dissimilarity between a distribution of (i) the plurality of eye blink movements and (ii) one or more ground truth eye blink
movements.
[0019] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are
exemplary and explanatory only and are not restrictive of the invention, as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this disclosure, illustrate ex-
emplary embodiments and, together with the description, serve to explain the disclosed principles:

FIG. 1A depicts a conventional two-dimensional (2D) facial animated image with a difference in image texture of
synthesized face from a ground truth image texture that leads to perceived difference in identity of the rendered
face from the target individual.
FIG. 1B depict a conventional two-dimensional (2D) facial animated image with implausible (or unrealistic) mouth
shapes (last frame) that can be perceived as being fake.
FIG. 2 depicts effect of intermediate attention and color map on a final texture as generated by a conventional method.
FIG. 3 depicts a system for identity preserving realistic talking face generation using audio speech of a target
individual, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 depicts a block diagram of an architecture as implemented by the system of FIG. 3 for identity preserving
realistic talking face generation using audio speech of the target individual, in accordance with an embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary flow chart illustrating a method for identity preserving realistic talking face generation
using audio speech of a target individual using the system of FIG. 3, in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 6 depicts an encoder-decoder architecture of the speech-to-landmark generation network as implemented by
the system of FIG. 3, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 7 depicts a block diagram of a blink generation network comprised in the system of FIG. 3 for generating a
plurality of blink movements, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 8 depicts an attention-based texture generation network implemented by the system of FIG. 3 for identity
preserving realistic talking face generation using audio speech of the target individual, in accordance with an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.
FIGS. 9A-9B depict a comparison of results of the method of the present disclosure vis-à-vis conventional methods,
the results are obtained using a TCD-TIMIT dataset, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIGS. 10A-10B depict a comparison of results of the method of the present disclosure vis-à-vis conventional methods,
the results are obtained using a GRID dataset, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 11 depicts a comparison of effect of intermediate attention map and color map on a final texture between
conventional method of Chen et al., and method of the present disclosure, in accordance with an embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 12 depicts animation of different identities generated by the system of FIG. 3 and which are synchronized with
the same speech input, containing spontaneous generation of eye blinks, in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 13 depicts a graphical representation of blink duration in synthesized videos compared to ground-truth, in
accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 14 depicts synthesized images (e.g., attention-based texture output of step of FIG. 3) generated by the system
of FIG. 3 by incorporating (i) a pixel intensity loss only Lpix, (ii) the pixel intensity loss Lpix and an adversarial loss
Ladv, and (iii) the pixel intensity loss Lpix, the adversarial loss Ladv and a regularization loss Lreg respectively, in
accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0021] Exemplary embodiments are described with reference to the accompanying drawings. In the figures, the left-
most digit(s) of a reference number identifies the figure in which the reference number first appears. Wherever convenient,
the same reference numbers are used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts. While examples and
features of disclosed principles are described herein, modifications, adaptations, and other implementations are possible
without departing from the scope of the disclosed embodiments. It is intended that the following detailed description be
considered as exemplary only, with the true scope being indicated by the following claims.
[0022] Generating a realistic talking face from speech input is a fundamental problem with several applications such
as virtual reality, computer-generated imagery (CGI), chatbots, telepresence, etc. Essential requirements for all the
applications are that the synthesized face must appear photo-realistic with accurate and realistic audio-visual lip syn-
chronization and must also preserve the identity of the target individual. Also, for most of these applications, it is expected
to have a single image with the target identity’s face on which the motion has to be induced from a given speech input,
for greater flexibility of changing the target subjects at test time. Hence, audio-driven realistic facial animation from a
single image input is crucial. In general, any speech-driven facial animation method has several challenges due to the
existence of a variety in the facial structures of different target identities, different voices, and accents in input audio, etc.
[0023] In existing research works, most of the methods for facial video synthesis have focused on generating facial
movements synchronized with speech, while only a few have addressed the generation of spontaneous facial gestures
such as eye blinks that add realism to the synthesized video. However, these have either failed to preserve the perceived
identity of the target individual (FIG. 1A - wherein output is produced by ’K. Vougioukas, S. Petridis, and M. Pantic.
Realistic speech-driven facial
animation with gans. arXiv preprint arXiv:1906.06337, 2019,’ herein referred as ’Vougioukas et al.’ and may be inter-
changeably used") or generate implausible shapes of the mouth in a talking face (FIG. 1B - wherein output is produced
by "L. Chen, R. K. Maddox, Z. Duan, and C. Xu. Hierarchical cross-modal talking face generation with dynamic pixel-
wise loss. In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, pages 7832-7841,
2019.’, herein referred as ’Chen et al.’ and may be interchangeably used"). More specifically, FIG. 1A depicts a conven-
tional two-dimensional (2D) facial animated image with a difference in image texture of synthesized face from a ground
truth image texture that leads to perceived difference in identity of the rendered face from the target individual. FIG. 1B
depict a conventional two-dimensional (2D) facial animated image with implausible mouth shapes (last frame) that can
be perceived as being fake. In FIG. 1B, despite synchronization with audio, the facial animation sequence synthesized
using the existing method of research work (e.g., Chen et al.’ and may be interchangeably used) contains implausible
mouth shapes (last frame) that can be perceived as being fake. The results were obtained by evaluation using pre-
trained models made publicly available by the respective authors.
[0024] Lack of resemblance with given identity or change of identity in consecutive synthesized frames (FIG. 1A) can
give rise to the uncanny valley effect as known in the art (refer ’M. Mori, K. F. MacDorman, and N. Kageki. The uncanny
valley [from the field]. IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine, 19(2):98-100, 2012.), in which the facial animation can
be perceived as visually displeasing or eerie to the viewer. Moreover, the lack of any natural and spontaneous movements
over the talking face except around the mouth region can be an indication of synthesized videos.
[0025] In the present disclosure, the above technical issues for generating realistic facial animation from speech are
addressed. More specifically, the present disclosure describes speech-driven 2D facial animation which simultaneously
addresses the following attributes required for realistic face animation: 1) audio-visual synchronization, (2) identity-
preserving facial texture, (3) generation of plausible mouth movements, and (4) presence of natural eye blink movements.
More specifically, system and method of the present disclosure generate a high-level representation of the face using
2D facial landmarks to capture the motion from speech, then an adversarial method is used for generating texture by
learning motion-based image attention. The challenge is the decoupling of speech-driven motion from identity-related
attributes such as different facial structures, face shapes, etc. for robust motion prediction. To address this, system and
method of the present disclosure learn speech-related motion on identity-independent landmarks. Then, the learnt
landmark motion is transferred to the person-specific landmarks for generating identity specific facial movements, instead
of using a single-stage method as implemented in existing research work (e.g., refer Chen et al.) for landmark generation
from speech. Unlike state-of-the-art methods for speech-driven 2D facial animation, system and method of the present
disclosure implements DeepSpeech technique (e.g., refer DeepSpeech technique for details described by A. Hannun,
C. Case, J. Casper, B. Catanzaro, G. Diamos, E. Elsen, R. Prenger, S. Satheesh, S. Sengupta, A. Coates, et al. Deep
speech: Scaling up end-to-end speech recognition. arXiv preprint arXiv:1412.5567, 2014.." herein after referred as
Hannun et al. and may be interchangeably used) wherein the method of the present disclosure extracts DeepSpeech
features of given audio input, which exhibits greater robustness to the variety in audio that exists due to different audio
sources, accents, and noise. Since eye blinks are unrelated to speech, system and method of the present disclosure
generate blink motion independently from audio-related landmark motion. Finally, an attention map and a color map are
learnt from the identity image and the predicted person-specific landmarks. The attention map (e.g., refer "A. Pumarola,
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A. Agudo, A. M. Martinez, A. Sanfeliu, and F. Moreno-Noguer. Ganimation: Anatomically-aware facial animation from
a single image. In Proceedings of the European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV), pages 818-833, 2018." herein
after referred as Pumarola et al. and may be interchangeably used) helps in segregating regions of facial motion (defined
by the lower values of attention) from the rest of face containing identity-related information (defined by higher values
of attention). The color map contains unique texture for the facial regions where the attention map indicates motion.
System and method of the present disclosure use the combination of attention map and color map to generate the final
texture. Texture in regions of motion is obtained from the color map, while the texture in the rest of the face is obtained
from the input identity image (driven by the weights of the attention map). Network comprised in the system of the present
disclosure learns the attention map and the color map without explicit attention or color map labels for supervision.
[0026] The quality of the learned attention map is extremely crucial for the overall quality of the generated face. FIG.
2 shows an example of synthesized face images by Chen et al. where the final texture of the animated face is adversely
affected by the values of intermediate attention map and color map. More specifically, FIG. 2 depicts effect of intermediate
attention and color map on a final texture as generated by a conventional method. The actual attention map (where
higher values indicate regions with more significant motion) generated by Chen et al. is inverted here for direct comparison
with our attention map (lower values indicate regions with more significant motion) Intermediate attention values (gray
areas) of extended regions surrounding the lips in the attention map generated by Chen et al. (e.g., refer last row) results
in the blurred texture and unusual shape of the mouth in the animated face (last frame). In regions of facial motion
surrounding the mouth, uniform regions of very low values (dark regions) of the attention map are needed for sharp
texture generation, while intermediate values (gray regions) lead to blur in mouth texture (shown in FIG. 2 last row). In
regions of low attention (dark regions of the attention map indicating motion), the color map values contribute to the
overall sharpness of the generated texture and shape of the mouth. To address the problem of accurate attention and
color map generation, the present disclosure provides system and methods that implement an architecture for texture
generation which uses LSGAN (e.g., refer "X. Mao, Q. Li, H. Xie, R. Y. Lau, Z. Wang, and S. Paul Smolley. Least squares
generative adversarial networks. In Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision, pages
2794-2802, 2017." herein after referred as Mao and may be interchangeably used) for learning sharp image texture and
plausible mouth shapes. Moreover, during adversarial training, if attention values become very low in static facial regions,
it can lead to texture blur and possible loss of identity information. Hence, regularization is also needed as an additional
constraint in the learning of the attention map. Unlike Chen et al., the system and method of the present disclosure
implement and utilize spatial and temporal L2 regularization on the attention and color map for generating smooth motion
and plausible mouth shapes without loss of identity.
[0027] In the art, generating realistic talking faces from audio has been a research problem in the computer vision and
graphics community for decades. Research works have carried out the speech-driven synthesis of lip movements (e.g.,
refer "L. Chen, Z. Li, R. K Maddox, Z. Duan, and C. Xu. Lip movements generation at a glance. In Proceedings of the
European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV), pages 520-535, 2018."), as well as animation of the entire face in
2D. Earlier approaches have carried out subject-specific talking face synthesis from speech. However, these approaches
require a large amount of training data of the target subject, and such subject-specific models cannot generalize to a
new person. Subject-independent facial animation was carried out by Chung et al. (e.g., refer "J. S. Chung, A. Jamaludin,
and A. Zisserman. You said that? arXivpreprint arXiv:1705.02966, 2017.") from speech audio and a few still images of
the target face. However, the generated images contain blur due to L1 loss minimization on pixel values and an additional
de-blurring step was required. On the other hand, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (e.g., refer "I. Goodfellow,
J. Pouget-Abadie, M. Mirza, B. Xu, D. Warde-Farley, S. Ozair, A. Courville, and Y. Bengio. Generative adversarial nets.
In Advances in neural information processing systems, pages 2672-2680, 2014.", herein referred as ’Goodfellow et al.’
and may be interchangeably used) were widely used for image generation due to their ability to generate sharper, more
detailed images compared to networks trained with only L1 loss minimization. Other GAN-based methods have generated
facial animation from arbitrary input audio and a single image of target identity. In the present disclosure, system and
method implement a GAN based approach for synthesizing face images from the motion of intermediate facial landmarks,
which are generated from audio.
[0028] Further, existing methods have mostly addressed audio synchronization instead of focusing on overall realism
of the rendered face video. The absence of spontaneous movements such as eye blinks can also be an indication of
synthesized videos (e.g., refer "Y. Li, M.-C. Chang, and S. Lyu. In ictu oculi: Exposing ai generated fake face videos by
detecting eye blinking. arXiv preprint arXiv:1806.02877, 2018.") Few research works have addressed this problem by
using adversarial learning of spontaneous facial gestures such as blinks (e.g., refer Vougioukas et al.). However, these
methods generate facial texture without the use of landmark-guided image attention, which can lead to loss of facial
identity (FIGS. 1A-1B). In the present disclosure, system and method perform eye blink generation for realism of syn-
thesized face videos. Unlike Vougioukas et al., the system and method of the present disclosure generates blink motion
on facial landmarks to ensure decoupled learning of motion and texture for better identity preservation.
[0029] Moreover, in talking face synthesis, subject-related and speech-related information are separately addressed
in existing research work (e.g., refer "H. Zhou, Y. Liu, Z. Liu, P. Luo, and X. Wang. Talking face generation by adversarially
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disentangled audio-visual representation. In Proceedings of the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, volume 33,
pages 9299-9306, 2019.", herein referred as Zhou et al. and may be interchangeably used) by learning disentangled
audiovisual information, i.e., complementary representations for speech and identity, thereby generating talking face
from either video or speech. Using high-level image representations such as facial landmarks (e.g., refer "V. Kazemi
and J. Sullivan. One millisecond face alignment with an ensemble of regression trees. In Proceedings of the IEEE
conference on computer vision and pattern recognition, pages 1867-1874, 2014.", herein referred as Kazemi et al. and
may be interchangeably used) is another way to segregate speech related motion from texture elements such as identity
information, viewing angle, head pose, background, illumination. Existing research work as described by Chen et al.
adopted a two-stage approach in which facial motion is decoupled from texture using facial landmarks. Although the
system and method of the present disclosure uses facial landmarks to segregate motion from texture, unlike Chen et
al., the method of the present disclosure involves imposing natural facial movements like eye blinks in addition to lip
synchronization with given audio input. Person-independent landmarks are retargeted with audio-related motion and
blinks to person-specific landmarks for subsequent texture generation. This helps in generating plausible mouth shapes
in the target facial structures.
[0030] Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to FIGS. 3 through 14, where similar reference characters
denote corresponding features consistently throughout the figures, there are shown preferred embodiments and these
embodiments are described in the context of the following exemplary system and/or method.
[0031] FIG. 3 depicts a system 100 for identity preserving realistic talking face generation using audio speech of a
target individual, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure. In an embodiment, the system 100
includes one or more hardware processors 104, communication interface device(s) or input/output (I/O) interface(s) 106
(also referred as interface(s)), and one or more data storage devices or memory 102 operatively coupled to the one or
more hardware processors 104. The one or more processors 104 may be one or more software processing components
and/or hardware processors. In an embodiment, the hardware processors can be implemented as one or more micro-
processors, microcomputers, microcontrollers, digital signal processors, central processing units, state machines, logic
circuitries, and/or any devices that manipulate signals based on operational instructions. Among other capabilities, the
processor(s) is/are configured to fetch and execute computer-readable instructions stored in the memory. In an embod-
iment, the system 100 can be implemented in a variety of computing systems, such as laptop computers, notebooks,
hand-held devices, workstations, mainframe computers, servers, a network cloud and the like.
[0032] The I/O interface device(s) 106 can include a variety of software and hardware interfaces, for example, a web
interface, a graphical user interface, and the like and can facilitate multiple communications within a wide variety of
networks N/W and protocol types, including wired networks, for example, LAN, cable, etc., and wireless networks, such
as WLAN, cellular, or satellite. In an embodiment, the I/O interface device(s) can include one or more ports for connecting
a number of devices to one another or to another server.
[0033] The memory 102 may include any computer-readable medium known in the art including, for example, volatile
memory, such as static random access memory (SRAM) and dynamic random access memory (DRAM), and/or non-
volatile memory, such as read only memory (ROM), erasable programmable ROM, flash memories, hard disks, optical
disks, and magnetic tapes. In an embodiment, a database 108 is comprised in the memory 102, wherein the database
108 comprises image datasets, video datasets, audio speech of one or more users (e.g., target individuals).
[0034] The information stored in the database 108 may further comprise (i) DeepSpeech features of the target individual
being extracted from the audio speech of a user, wherein the DeepSpeech features are extracted using a DeepSpeech
features technique (or DeepSpeech features extraction technique and may be interchangeably used herein) comprised
in the memory 102. The information stored in the database 108 (or memory 102) may further comprise a speech-to-
landmark generation network that is trained for generating speech-induced motion on a sparse representation of a neutral
mean face pertaining to the user, wherein the sparse representation of the speech-induced motion comprises a plurality
of facial landmark points. The database 108 further comprises a plurality of eye blink movements generated from random
noise input using one or more video datasets. Further, the database 108 comprises one or more target-specific landmark
points generated for each user. The database 108 further comprises an attention map and a color map generated for
each user. The database 108 further comprises attention-based texture (e.g., talking face) generated for each target
individual.
[0035] In an embodiment, one or more techniques, neural networks, and the like, as known in the art are comprised
in the memory 102 and invoked as per the requirement to perform the methodologies described herein. For instance,
the system 100 stores a DeepSpeech features technique, a speech-to-landmark generation network, OpenFace, face
segmentation technique, a blink generation network, an Attention-based Texture Generator in the memory 102 that are
invoked for execution of the method of the present disclosure. The memory 102 further comprises (or may further
comprise) information pertaining to input(s)/output(s) of each step performed by the systems and methods of the present
disclosure. In other words, input(s) fed at each step and output(s) generated at each step are comprised in the memory
102 and can be utilized in further processing and analysis.
[0036] FIG. 4, with reference to FIG. 3, depicts a block diagram of an architecture as implemented by the system 100
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of FIG. 3 for identity preserving realistic talking face generation using audio speech of the target individual, in accordance
with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0037] FIG. 5, with reference to FIG. 1, depicts an exemplary flow chart illustrating a method for identity preserving
realistic talking face generation using audio speech of a target individual using the system 100 of FIG. 3, in accordance
with an embodiment of the present disclosure. In an embodiment, the system(s) 100 comprises one or more data storage
devices or the memory 102 operatively coupled to the one or more hardware processors 104 and is configured to store
instructions for execution of steps of the method by the one or more processors 104. The steps of the method of the
present disclosure will now be explained with reference to components of the system 100 of FIG. 3, the block diagram
of FIG. 4, the flow diagram as depicted in FIG. 5 and diagrams of FIGS. 6 through 14. In an embodiment, at step 202
of the present disclosure, the one or more hardware processors 104 obtain an audio speech and an identity image of a
target individual as depicted in FIG. 4. The identity image comprises an image containing a neutral facial expression of
the target individual, in one example embodiment of the present disclosure. The identity image is a Red Green Blue
(RGB) image, in another embodiment of the present disclosure. At step 204 of the present disclosure, the one or more
hardware processors 104 extract, using the DeepSpeech features extraction technique executed by the one or more
hardware processors, one or more DeepSpeech features of the target individual from the audio speech. At step 206 of
the present disclosure, the one or more hardware processors 104 generate, using the extracted one or more DeepSpeech
features, via a trained speech-to-landmark generation network executed by the one or more hardware processors, a
speech-induced motion on a sparse representation of a neutral mean face pertaining to the at least one user. The sparse
representation of the speech-induced motion comprises a plurality of facial landmark points. The above steps 202 till
206 are better understood by way of following description and examples, which shall not be construed as limiting the
scope of the present disclosure.
[0038] For a given speech signal represented by a sequence of overlapping audio windows A = {A0, A1 ... At}, a speech-

induced motion is predicted on a sparse representation of the face  where  consists
of 68 facial landmark points representing eyes, eyebrows, nose, lips, and jaw. Unlike the state-of-the-art methods, system
and method of the present disclosure uses DeepSpeech features (also referred as DeepSpeech technique) instead of
using audio MFCC features. DeepSpeech features are used for gaining robustness against noise and invariance to
audio input from a variety of speakers. Facial landmarks for different subjects contain person-specific facial attributes
i.e., different face structures, sizes, shapes, and different head positions. Speech driven lip movements for a given audio
segment are independent of these variations. So to make landmark prediction invariant to these factors, system and

method of the present disclosure consider a canonical landmark representation  where,

 which is mean of facial landmarks over the entire dataset. System and method of the present disclosure

consider a frontal face with closed lips as the neutral mean face,  The speech-to-landmark generation network

comprised in the system 100 is trained to predict displacements of canonical landmarks 

where,  represents displacement from the neutral mean face  Person-specific facial landmarks

 is calculated from canonical landmark displacements  from  using the below expression/equation: 

 where,  represents the rigid Procrustes alignment [24] of  with  . St represents scaling factor (ratio

of height and width of person-specific face to mean face).  represents displacements of person-specific

landmarks  .
[0039] The speech-to-landmark generation network is trained with full supervision (Llmark) for a one-to-one mapping
of DeepSpeech features to landmark displacements which is expressed by way of following equation: 
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  and  represents ground-truth and predicted canonical landmarks displacements.
[0040] A temporal loss (Ltemp) is also used to ensure consistent displacements over consecutive frames as present
in ground truth landmark displacements which is expressed by way of following equation. 

Total loss (Ltot) for landmark prediction is defined as, 

where λlmark and λtemp define weightage of each of the losses.
[0041] The sparse representation of the speech-induced motion comprising the plurality of facial landmark points is
generated using a speech-to-landmark prediction architecture as depicted in FIG. 6. More specifically, FIG. 6, with
reference to FIGS. 3 through 5, depicts an encoder-decoder architecture of the speech-to-landmark generation network
as implemented by the system 100 of FIG. 3, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0042] Referring to steps of FIG. 5, at step 208 of the present disclosure, the one or more hardware processors 104
generate, via one or more video datasets, a plurality of eye blink movements from random noise input. The plurality of
eye blink movements are generated for each eye based on a sequence of generated displacements of associated facial
landmark points of each eye region. The eye blink movements are generated from the random noise input by performing
a comparison of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial landmark points of each eye region
with one or more ground truth displacements, wherein one or more higher order moments (e.g., a first higher order
moment, a second higher order moment, a third higher order moment and the like) of distribution of the sequence of
generated displacements of the associated facial landmark points of each eye region are compared with the one or more
ground truth displacements; and generating the plurality of eye blink movements based on the comparison. In an em-
bodiment, the one or more higher order moments of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial
landmark points of each eye region comprise one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated
displacements. In an embodiment, the one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated displace-
ments comprise at least one of a mean, a variance, and a skewness. In an embodiment, the one or more statistics
(higher order moments) are used to find a measure of similarity or a dissimilarity between a distribution of (i) the plurality
of eye blink movements and (ii) one or more ground truth eye blink movements. The similarity or the dissimilarity is found
using the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) loss. In other words, the one or more statistics of the distribution of the
sequence of generated displacements comprise at least one of a mean, a variance, and a skewness, wherein the
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) loss is computed using the one or more statistics. The MMD loss is a measure of
a similarity or a dissimilarity between a distribution of (i) the plurality of eye blink movements and (ii) one or more ground
truth eye blink movements.
[0043] The plurality of eye blink movements comprises a set of eye landmark points with blink motion, in one embod-
iment of the present disclosure. At step 210 of the present disclosure, the one or more hardware processors 104 replace
one or more eye landmark points of the plurality of facial landmark points with the set of eye landmark points with blink
motion to obtain a set of final landmark points. The set of final landmark points comprises (i) the set of eye landmark
points with blink motion and (ii) one or more landmark points containing the speech-induced motion.
[0044] The generation of plurality of eye blink movements from random noise input and the step of replacing one or
more eye landmark points of the plurality of facial landmark points with the set of eye landmark points with blink motion
to obtain a set of final landmark points are better understood by the following description serving as embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0045] Unlike conventional approaches which use landmarks for facial animation as described in Chen et al., system
and method of the present disclosure impose eye blinks on the facial landmarks for adding realism to the facial animation.
Unlike end-to-end methods that generate natural facial expressions and eye blinks (e.g., refer ’Vougioukas et al.’), the
system and method of the present disclosure learn/generate blink movements over the sparse landmark representation
for better preservation of identity related texture.
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[0046] A blink generation network comprised in the system 100 is trained to learn/generate a realistic eye blink, duration
of eye blinks and permissible intervals between two blinks from the training datasets. As there is no dependency of
blinks on speech input, the trained blink generation network generates blinks in an unsupervised manner only from
random noise input sampled from a Gaussian distribtution. Blink patterns, blink frequencies and blink duration are learnt
over the training dataset via unsupervised learning. In literature, generative adversarial networks (GAN) have been used
for image generation from random noise input (e.g., refer ’Goodfellow et al.’). Training of GAN requires optimization of
a min-max problem, which is often difficult to stabilize. Li et al. (e.g., refer "Y. Li, K. Swersky, and R. Zemel. Generative
moment matching networks. In International Conference on Machine Learning, pages 1718-1727, 2015.") proposed a
simpler category of GAN where the discriminator is replaced with a straightforward loss function that matches different
moments of ground-truth (real) and predicted (fake) distributions using maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) (e.g., refer
"A. Gretton, K. Borgwardt, M. Rasch, B. Sch**olkopf, and A. J. Smola. A kernel method for the two-sample-problem. In
Advances in neural information processing systems, pages 513-520, 2007.", herein referred as Gretton et al. and may
be interchangeably used). System and method of the present disclosure use MMD loss LMMD2 to match distribution of
each landmark displacements over a sequence length T. 

where,  is used as the kernel for comparing the real and fake distributions. δlme and δlme

represent ground truth and predicted distribution of displacements of each of the landmark points in eye region over
sequence T. System and method of the present disclosure also use min-max regularization on predicted distributions
to enforce it to be within the range of average displacements seen in the training dataset. FIG. 7, with reference to FIGS.
3 through 6, depicts a block diagram of the blink generation network comprised in the system 100 of FIG. 3 for generating
the plurality of blink movements, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0047] Referring to steps of FIG. 5, at step 212 of the present disclosure, the one or more hardware processors 104
generate one or more target-specific landmark points based on (i) the set of final landmark points and (ii) an identity
landmark obtained from the identity image. The one or more target-specific landmark points (also referred as person-
specific landmarks and may be interchangeably used herein) are depicted in FIG. 4 (e.g., refer output from motion
generation block of FIG. 4). At step 214 of the present disclosure, the one or more hardware processors 104 generate,
an attention-based texture, using an attention map and a color map that are learnt using the one or more target-specific
landmark points and the identity image. The attention-based texture serves as an animated talking face of the target
individual, in one embodiment of the present disclosure. The steps 212 and 214 are better understood by the following
description serving as embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0048] Given a single image of the target identity Iid, the objective is to transform a sequence of person-specific facial

landmarks  into a sequence of photo-realistic images I = {I0,I1 ...It} that accurately reflect the facial
expressions corresponding to the input landmark images L (image representation of the 68 3 2 landmarks lp). A generative
adversarial network (or attention-based texture generation network or attention-based texture generator or texture gen-
eration network) is trained using ground truth video frames I* and the corresponding ground-truth landmark images L*.
Since the texture generation network is trained on ground-truth landmarks, the texture generation network learns to
generate face texture for eye blinks. During evaluation, the speech-driven landmarks with imposed eye blinks are used
as input for texture generation.
[0049] The generative adversarial network comprised in the memory 102 of the system 100 when executed focuses
on generating unique texture for image regions that are responsible for facial expressions (defined by motion on land-
marks), while retaining texture from Iid in the rest of the image. This is achieved by learning/generating a grayscale
attention map and an RGB color map over the face image instead of directly regressing the entire face image. The
attention map and color map generation are depicted in FIG. 4 (e.g., refer attention map and color map outputs generated
in intermediary stages of the texture generation block of FIG. 4). The pixel intensity values of the attention map attt
denotes how much of the original texture values in Iid may be present in the final generated image It. The color map Ct
contains the novel texture in the regions of facial motion. The final generated image It is derived as follows: 

^
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[0050] The network is trained by minimizing the following loss functions:

Pixel Intensity loss:

[0051] This is a supervised loss on the RGB intensity values of the entire image with a special emphasis on the eyes
and mouth regions. 

where, α represents a fixed spatial mask representing weights assigned to individual pixels for contributing to the overall
loss, with higher weights assigned to the regions surrounding the mouth and eyes. A fixed α has been experimentally
found to be more stable than a dynamic pixel mask dependent on attt.
[0052] Adversarial loss:
[0053] Using only the pixel intensity loss Lpix results in considerable blur in generated image due to the L1 distance
minimization. A discriminator network has been implemented by the system 100 and method of the present disclosure
to make the generated texture sharper and more distinct especially in regions of motion. LSGAN, as known in the art,
has been implemented for adversarial training of the texture generation network, because of its better training stability
as well as its ability to generate higher quality images than the regular GAN. Regular GANs use the sigmoid cross
entropy loss function, which is prone to the problem of vanishing gradients. The LSGAN helps overcome this problem
by using the least squares loss function which penalizes samples which are correctly classified yet far from the decision
boundary, unlike regular GANs. Due to this property of LSGANs, generation of samples is closer to real data. The LSGAN
loss functions for the discriminator and generator are: 

where pI is the distribution of the real face images and pz is the distribution of the latent variable z. The adversarial loss
Ladv is computed as follows: 

Regularization loss:

[0054] No ground-truth annotation is available for training the attention map and color map. Low values of the attention
map in the regions of the face other than the regions of motion would result in blurring of the generated texture. Hence,
a L2 regularization is applied to prevent the attention map values from becoming too low. 

To ensure the continuity in the generated images, a temporal regularization is also applied by minimizing first-order
temporal differences of attention and color maps. 

The total regularization loss is: 
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The final objective function of generator is to minimize the following combined loss: 

λpix, λadv and λreg are hyper-parameters for optimization, that control the relative influence of each loss term.
[0055] Below exemplary description provides one way of system 100 being implemented and such exemplary descrip-
tion shall not be construed as limiting the scope of the present disclosure.

Audio feature extraction:

[0056] Given an audio input, DeepSpeech technique (also referred as ’DeepSpeech network’ or ’DeepSpeech features
extraction technique’ and interchangeably used hereinafter) produces log probabilities of each character (26 alphabets
+ 3 special characters) corresponding to each audio frame. Output of the last layer of the pre-trained DeepSpeech
network was used before applying softmax. Overlapping audio windows of 16 audio frames (0.04 seconds of audio)
were used, where each audio window corresponds to a single video frame. This gave an audio feature, α = (a0,α1, ...

αt};  t for n = fT frames of a video of T seconds duration with frame rate of f FPS.

Extraction of facial landmarks:

[0057] Techniques such as OpenFace and face segmentation as known in the art were implemented by the system
and method of the present disclosure to prepare ground truth facial landmarks for training audio-to-landmark prediction
network. For a given face image, OpenFace predicted 68 facial landmarks and used frame-wise tracking to obtain
temporally stable landmarks. But for the lip region, it often gives erroneous prediction especially for the frames with
faster lip movements. To capture an exact lip movement corresponding to input audio, a more accurate method is needed
for the ground truth landmark extraction. Hence, face segmentation as known in the art technique was implemented by
the system and method of the present disclosure, wherein the entire face was segmented in different regions like hair,
eyes, nose, upper lip, lower lip, and rest of the face. Upper and lower lip landmarks are selected from the boundary of
lip segments with the help of OpenFace predicted landmark points, which gives quite accurate estimations of lip land-
marks.
[0058] To prepare ground-truth landmark displacements for training audio-to-landmark prediction network (or speech-
to-landmark generation network) lip movements were imposed on the mean neutral face by assigning the displacement

of lips,  from a neutral face with closed lips,  in person-specific landmarks. For this, the person-specific landmark

lp were aligned with the mean face landmark  using rigid Procrustes alignment. Per frame lip displacements from

the person-specific neutral face, was added with the mean neutral face,  to transfer the motion from person specific
landmarks to mean face landmarks, lm. Displacements were scaled with the ratio of person-specific face height-width

to mean face heightwidth before adding to  
[0059] An encoder-decoder architecture (as shown in FIG. 6) was implemented by the system and method of the
present disclsoure for predicting the landmark displacements. The encoder network consists of four convolution layers
with two linear layers in the decoder. Leaky ReLU activation was used after each layer of the encoder network. Input

audio feature ai was reshaped as  to consider the temporal relationship within the window of 16 audio
frames. Decoder layer’s weight was initialized with PCA components (that represents 99% of total variance) computed
over landmark displacements of the mean face of training samples. The loss parameters λlmark and λtemp were set to 1
and 0.5 respectively based on experimental validation.
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Blink generation network:

[0060] Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architecture has been implemented by the system and method of the present
disclosure to predict a sequence of displacements for each of the landmark points of eye region (n 3 T 3 44, i.e., x, y
coordinates of 22 landmarks; n is batch size ) over T timestamps from given noise vector

of size 10 (n 3 T 3 44). FIG. 7 shows Recurrent Neural Network architecture for the blink generation network. Similar
to the audio-to-landmark prediction network, the blink generation network was also trained on landmark displacements.
The last linear layer weight was initialized with PCA components (with 99% variance) computed using eye landmark
displacements.

Texture Generation from Landmarks:

[0061] The architecture of the texture generator is shown in FIG. 8. More specifically, FIG. 8, with reference to FIGS.
3 through 7, depicts an attention-based texture generation network implemented by the system 100 of FIG. 3 for identity
preserving realistic talking face generation using audio speech of the target individual, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present disclosure. The current landmark images Lt and the identity landmark image Lid images were each encoded
using a landmark encoder. The difference in encoded landmark features was concatenated with the input identity image
Iid and fed to an encoder-decoder architecture which generated attention map attt and color map Ct. The generated
image It was then passed to a discriminator network which determines if the generated image is real or fake. The encoder-
decoder architecture of the generator network uses facial action units to generate attention for facial expression gener-
ation. The discriminator network is based on the PatchGan architecture (e.g., refer "P. Isola, J.-Y. Zhu, T. Zhou, and A.
A. Efros. Image-to-image translation with conditional adversarial networks. In Proceedings of the IEEE conference on
computer vision and pattern recognition, pages 1125-1134, 2017.") with batch normalization replaced by instance nor-
malization for greater training stability. The improved stability of Least Squares Generative Adversarial Network (LSGAN)
training along with regularization of attention map, helped the present disclosure in achieving stable adversarial training
as the problem of vanishing gradients in the regular GAN training can adversely affect learning of attention and color
maps. Adam optimizer comprised in the system 100 was implemented by the method of the present disclosure with
learning rate of 0.0001, β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999 and training batch size of 16. During training, the loss hyperparameters
were set to λpix = 100, λadv = 0.5 and λreg = 0.2 by experimental validation on a validation set. The adversarial loss and
regularization loss parameters were suitably chosen to prevent saturation of the attention map while maintaining the
sharpness of texture of the generated images.
[0062] Networks comprised in the system 100 and as mentioned above were trained on a NVIDIA Quadro GV100
GPU. Training of audio-to-landmark, blink, and landmark-to-image generation networks took around 6 hours, 3 hours
and 2 days, respectively. PyTorch was used by the system 100 for implementation of the above-mentioned networks.

Experimental Results:

[0063] The system of the present disclosure and its method were trained and evaluated on the benchmark datasets
GRID (e.g., refer "M. Cooke, J. Barker, S. Cunningham, and X. Shao. An audio-visual corpus for speech perception and
automatic speech recognition. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 120(5):2421-2424, 2006.", herein
referred as ’Cooke’ and may be interchangeably used) and TCD-TIMIT (e.g., refer "N Harte and E. Gillen. Tcd-timit: An
audio-visual corpus of continuous speech. IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, 17(5):603-615, 2015.", herein referred as
’Harte et al.’ and may be interchangeably used) datasets. The GRID dataset consisted of 33 speakers each uttering
1000 short sentences, but the words belonged to a limited dictionary. The TCD-TIMIT dataset (e.g., refer ’https://sigme-
dia.tcd.ie/TCDTIMIT/’) consisted of 59 speakers uttering approximately 100 sentences each from the TIMIT corpus, with
long sentences that contain much more phonetic variability than the GRID dataset (e.g., refer (e.g., refer ’ht-
tp://spandh.dcs.shef.ac.uk/gridcorpus/’). System and method of the present disclosure use the same training-testing
data split for the TCD-TIMIT and GRID datasets as in existing research work of Vougioukas et al.

Metrics:

[0064] The following metrics were used for quantitative evaluation of experimental results conducted by the system
and method of the present disclosure:
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1. Image reconstruction quality metrics, PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio), and SSIM (structural similarity).
2. Image sharpness metric CPBD (Cumulative probability blur detection) to detect the amount of blur in synthesized
image.
3. Landmark synchronization metric LMD (landmark distance) to measure the accuracy of audio-visual synchroni-
zation.

[0065] Higher values of CPBD, PSNR and SSIM indicated better quality of image generation while lower values of
LMD indicate better audio-visual synchronization.

Results:

[0066] Results of the present disclosure have been compared both qualitatively and quantitatively with recent state-
of-the-art methods. A user study was also carried out for subjective evaluation of the method of the present disclosure.
1. Qualitative Results: Qualitative comparison of results of the present disclosure have been carried out with the recent
state-of-the-art methods of existing research works of Chen et al., Vougioukas et al. and Zhou et al. The comparative
results on TCD-TIMIT and GRID dataset are shown in FIGS. 9A through 10B, respectively. More specifically, FIGS. 9A-
9B, with reference to FIGS. 3 through 8, depict a comparison of results of the method of the present disclosure vis-à-
vis conventional methods, the results are obtained using a TCD-TIMIT dataset, in accordance with an embodiment of
the present disclosure. FIGS. 10A-10B, with reference to FIGS. 3 through 9B, depict a comparison of results of the
method of the present disclosure vis-à-vis conventional methods, the results are obtained using a GRID dataset, in
accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure. As depicted in FIGS. 9A through 9B, texture generated by
the method of the present disclosure is sharper, especially the texture of the mouth and teeth are visibly more distinct
compared to Chen et al. , Vougioukas et al. and Zhou et al., and also better mouth movements than Zhou et al. Compared
to Vougioukas et al. synthesized face as generated by the method of the present disclosure retains the identity-related
texture from the upper regions of the face not undergoing motion. Further, as depicted in FIGS. 10A-10B, images
generated by the system 100 and method of the present disclosure contain sharper and more distinctive mouth texture,
plausible mouth shapes, and better preservation of identity compared to Chen et al. ,Vougioukas et al. and Zhou et al.
More specifically, Vougioukas et al. fail to preserve the identity information of the target in the synthesized images, Chen
et al. and Zhou et al. contain some implausible mouth shapes. In other words, the results indicate that the method of
the present disclosure can generate facial animation sequences that are superior in terms of image quality, identity
preservation and generation of plausible mouth shapes. Compared to Vougioukas et al. and Zhou et al., images generated
by the method of the present disclosure contained sharper texture and were better at preserving the identity-related
facial texture of the target subjects. Unlike existing research work of Vougioukas and Zhou et al., the attention-based
mechanism with intermediate landmark stage of the present disclosure, helps to retain the identity information from the
input identity image. Compared to existing research work of Chen et al. and Zhou et al., face images generated by the
method of the present disclosure have less blur and more distinctive texture in the mouth region and plausible mouth
shapes. This is because of present disclosure’s two-step learning of person-specific facial landmarks, and texture gen-
eration using LSGAN and attention map regularization. FIG. 11, with reference to FIGS. 3 through 10B, depicts a
comparison of effect of intermediate attention and color map on the final texture between conventional method of Chen
et al., and method of the present disclosure , in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure. Intermediate
attention values (gray areas) of extended regions surrounding the lips in the attention map generated by Chen et al.
(last row) results in the blurred texture and unusual shape of the mouth in the animated face (last frame). Whereas
uniformly low attention values (dark areas) in the mouth region in our attention map and distinct lip shape and texture
in our color map leads to generation of sharp facial texture with plausible shape of the mouth. The actual attention map
(where higher values indicate regions with more significant motion) generated by Chen et al. is inverted here for direct
comparison with our attention map (lower values indicate regions with more significant motion) Unlike existing research
work of Chen et al. and Zhou et al., the face animation method of the present disclosure can generate spontaneous eye
blinks, as shown in FIG. 12. More specifically, FIG. 12, with reference to FIGS. 3 through 11, depicts animation of different
identities generated by the system 100 of FIG. 3 and which are synchronized with the same speech input, containing
spontaneous generation of eye blinks, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
2. Quantitative Results: A quantitative evaluation of the method of the present disclosure is compared with the methods
existing research work of Chen et al. and Vougioukas et al. Table 1 shows the metrics computed using present disclosure’s
trained models on GRID and TCD-TIMIT datasets, respectively.
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The results of the present disclosure indicate better image reconstruction quality (higher PSNR and SSIM), sharper
texture (higher CPBD) and improved audio-visual synchronization (lower LMD) than the state-of-the-art methods de-
scribed by Chen et al. and Vougioukas et al.
The present disclosure also evaluates the performance of blink generation network of the system 100 by comparing the
characteristics of predicted blinks with blinks present in ground-truth videos. FIG. 13 shows the comparison of the
distributions of blink duration for around 11,000 synthesized (red) and ground-truth (blue) videos (from GRID and TCD-
TIMIT datasets). More specifically, FIG. 13, with reference to FIGS. 3 through 12, depicts a graphical representation of
blink duration in synthesized videos compared to ground-truth, in accordance with an embodiment of the present dis-
closure. As can be observed in FIG. 13, the system and method of the present disclosure generated similar distribution
of blink duration compared to ground-truth. The method of the present disclosure produced 0.3756 blinks/s and 0.2985
blinks/s for GRID and TCD-TIMIT datasets respectively which is similar to average human blink rate, that varies between
0.28 - 0.4 blinks/s (refer ’Vougioukas et al.’). Also, the method of the present disclosure shows an average of 0.5745s
inter-blink duration which is similar to ground-truth videos with duration 0.4601 s. Hence, the method of the present
disclosure can produce realistic blinks.
3. Ablation Study: An ablation study is presented on a validation set from TCD-TIMIT, for different losses (refer equation
(14)) used for training the landmark-to-image generation network of the system 100.
This helps to understand the significance of using adversarial training and regularization. The metrics are summarized
in Table 2 and generated images are shown in FIG. 14. More specifically, FIG. 14, with reference to FIGS. 3 through
13, depicts synthesized images (e.g., attention-based texture output of step 214) generated by the system 100 of FIG.
3 by incorporating (i) pixel intensity loss only Lpix, (ii) the pixel intensity loss Lpix and the adversarial loss Ladv, and (iii)
the pixel intensity loss Lpix, the adversarial loss Ladv and the regularization loss Lreg respectively, in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure. In other words, FIG. 14 depicts training one or more networks of the system 100
of FIG. 3 using only generator loss Lpix without the discriminator, results in blurry texture generation in the mouth region
of the color map. Adding the discriminator and the adversarial loss (row marked Lpix + Ladv) makes the generated mouth
texture sharper in the color map, however the attention map indicates motion for the entire face resulting in blur in the
final synthesized image, especially noticeable in the mouth region. Adding the regularization loss (row marked
Lpix+Ladv+Lreg) results in the attention map having low values mostly in regions of motion, hence the synthesized image
contains sharper and more distinct mouth texture.

The results in above Table 2 indicate that texture generation network of the present disclosure trained using a combination
of L1 pixel loss, adversarial loss and regularization yields the best outcome.
4. User Study: A user study was also carried out to evaluate the realism of the facial animation results of the present
disclosure. 26 participants rated 30 videos with a score between 0-10 (higher score indicates more realistic). Out of the
30 videos, 10 videos were selected from each of the following methods - method of the present disclosure, Vougioukas
et al. (existing research work) and Chen et al. (existing research work). For each method, 5 videos were selected from
each of the datasets, GRID, and TCD-TIMIT. Table 3 summarizes the outcome of the user study, which indicates higher
realism for the synthesized videos generated by the method of the present disclosure.

Table 1

Dataset Method PSNR SSIM CPBD LMD

TCD-TIMIT

Present disclosure 26.153 0.818 0.386 2.39

Vougioukas et al. (prior art) 24.243 0.730 0.308 2.59

Chen et al. (prior art) 20.311 0.589 0.156 2.92

GRID

Present disclosure 29.305 0.878 0.293 1.21

Vougioukas et al. (prior art) 27.100 0.818 0.268 1.66

Chen et al. (prior art) 23.984 0.7601 0.0615 1.59

Table 2

Method PSNR SSIM CPBD

Lpix 25.874 0.813 0.366

Lpix + Ladv 25.951 0.814 0.373

Lpix + Ladv + Lreg 26.153 0.818 0.386
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[0067] As per the feedback from the participants, output of the present disclosure comprising sharper images, better
identity preservation over the videos, and the presence of realistic eye blinks helped the present disclosure achieve
higher scores indicating improved realism compared to state-of-the-art methods.
[0068] Embodiments of the present disclosure implement system and method - an approach for an efficient pipeline
for generating realistic facial animation from speech. The method of the present disclosure produced accurate audio-
visual synchronization, plausible mouth movement along with identity preservation and rendered natural expression like
eye blinks. The results of the method of the present disclosure indicate significant improvement over the state-of-the-
art methods in terms of image quality, speech-synchronization, identity-preservation and overall realism, as established
by our qualitative, quantitative and user study results wherein the present disclosure attributes to segregated learning
of motion and texture, two-stage learning of person-independent and person-specific motion, generation of eye blinks,
and the use of attention to retain identity information as being implemented and described herein.
[0069] The written description describes the subject matter herein to enable any person skilled in the art to make and
use the embodiments. The scope of the subject matter embodiments is defined by the claims and may include other
modifications that occur to those skilled in the art. Such other modifications are intended to be within the scope of the
claims if they have similar elements that do not differ from the literal language of the claims or if they include equivalent
elements with insubstantial differences from the literal language of the claims.
[0070] It is to be understood that the scope of the protection is extended to such a program and in addition to a
computer-readable means having a message therein; such computer-readable storage means contain program-code
means for implementation of one or more steps of the method, when the program runs on a server or mobile device or
any suitable programmable device. The hardware device can be any kind of device which can be programmed including
e.g. any kind of computer like a server or a personal computer, or the like, or any combination thereof. The device may
also include means which could be e.g. hardware means like e.g. an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA), or a combination of hardware and software means, e.g. an ASIC and an FPGA,
or at least one microprocessor and at least one memory with software processing components located therein. Thus,
the means can include both hardware means and software means. The method embodiments described herein could
be implemented in hardware and software. The device may also include software means. Alternatively, the embodiments
may be implemented on different hardware devices, e.g. using a plurality of CPUs.
[0071] The embodiments herein can comprise hardware and software elements. The embodiments that are imple-
mented in software include but are not limited to, firmware, resident software, microcode, etc. The functions performed
by various components described herein may be implemented in other components or combinations of other components.
For the purposes of this description, a computer-usable or computer readable medium can be any apparatus that can
comprise, store, communicate, propagate, or transport the program for use by or in connection with the instruction
execution system, apparatus, or device.
[0072] The illustrated steps are set out to explain the exemplary embodiments shown, and it should be anticipated
that ongoing technological development will change the manner in which particular functions are performed. These
examples are presented herein for purposes of illustration, and not limitation. Further, the boundaries of the functional
building blocks have been arbitrarily defined herein for the convenience of the description. Alternative boundaries can
be defined so long as the specified functions and relationships thereof are appropriately performed. Alternatives (including
equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the
relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alternatives fall within the scope of the disclosed embod-
iments. Also, the words "comprising," "having," "containing," and "including," and other similar forms are intended to be
equivalent in meaning and be open ended in that an item or items following any one of these words is not meant to be
an exhaustive listing of such item or items, or meant to be limited to only the listed item or items. It must also be noted
that as used herein and in the appended claims, the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" include plural references unless
the context clearly dictates otherwise.
[0073] Furthermore, one or more computer-readable storage media may be utilized in implementing embodiments
consistent with the present disclosure. A computer-readable storage medium refers to any type of physical memory on
which information or data readable by a processor may be stored. Thus, a computer-readable storage medium may

Table 3

Method TCD-TIMIT GRID Average

Present disclosure 6.40 7.69 7.05

Vougioukas et al. (prior art) 6.29 6.51 6.4

Chen et al. (prior art) 4.67 4.5 4.59
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store instructions for execution by one or more processors, including instructions for causing the processor(s) to perform
steps or stages consistent with the embodiments described herein. The term "computer-readable medium" should be
understood to include tangible items and exclude carrier waves and transient signals, i.e., be non-transitory. Examples
include random access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), volatile memory, nonvolatile memory, hard drives,
CD ROMs, DVDs, flash drives, disks, and any other known physical storage media.
[0074] It is intended that the disclosure and examples be considered as exemplary only, with a true scope of disclosed
embodiments being indicated by the following claims.

Claims

1. A processor implemented method, comprising:

obtaining, via one or more hardware processors, an audio speech and an identity image of a target individual
(202);
extracting, via the one or more hardware processors, one or more DeepSpeech features of the target individual
from the audio speech (204);
generating, using the extracted one or more DeepSpeech features, via a trained speech-to-landmark generation
network executed by the one or more hardware processors, a speech-induced motion on a sparse representation
of a neutral mean face pertaining to the at least one user, wherein the sparse representation of the speech-
induced motion comprises a plurality of facial landmark points (206);
generating, via a video dataset, a plurality of eye blink movements from random noise input, wherein the plurality
of eye blink movements are generated for each eye based on a sequence of generated displacements of
associated facial landmark points of each eye region, and wherein the plurality of eye blink movements comprise
a set of eye landmark points with blink motion (208);
replacing one or more eye landmark points of the plurality of facial landmark points with the set of eye landmark
points with blink motion to obtain a set of final landmark points, the set of final landmark points comprises (i)
the set of eye landmark points with blink motion and (ii) one or more landmark points containing the speech-
induced motion (210);
generating one or more target-specific landmark points based on (i) the set of final landmark points and (ii) an
identity landmark obtained from the identity image (212); and
generating, an attention-based texture, using an attention map and a color map that are learnt using the one
or more target-specific landmark points and the identity image, wherein the attention-based texture serves as
an animated talking face of the target individual (214).

2. The processor implemented method of claim 1, wherein the identity image comprises an image containing a neutral
facial expression of the target individual.

3. The processor implemented method of claim 1, wherein the step of generating, via a video dataset, a plurality of
eye blink movements from random noise input, comprises:

performing a comparison of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial landmark points
of each eye region with one or more ground truth displacements, wherein one or more higher order moments
of distribution of the sequence of generated displacements are compared with the one or more ground truth
displacements; and
generating the plurality of eye blink movements based on the comparison.

4. The processor implemented method of claim 3, wherein the one or more higher order moments of the sequence of
generated displacements comprise one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated displace-
ments.

5. The processor implemented method of claim 4, wherein the one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence
of generated displacements comprise at least one of a mean, a variance, and a skewness, wherein a Maximum
Mean Discrepancy (MMD) loss is computed using the one or more statistics, and wherein the MMD loss is a measure
of similarity or a dissimilarity between a distribution of (i) the plurality of eye blink movements and (ii) one or more
ground truth eye blink movements.

6. A system (100), comprising:
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a memory (102) storing instructions;
one or more communication interfaces (106); and
one or more hardware processors (104) coupled to the memory (102) via the one or more communication
interfaces (106), wherein the one or more hardware processors (104) are configured by the instructions to:

obtain an audio speech and an identity image of a target individual;
extract, via the one or more hardware processors, one or more DeepSpeech features of the target individual
from the audio speech;
generate, using the extracted one or more DeepSpeech features, via a trained speech-to-landmark gen-
eration network executed by the one or more hardware processors, a speech-induced motion on a sparse
representation of a neutral mean face pertaining to the at least one user, wherein the sparse representation
of the speech-induced motion comprises a plurality of facial landmark points;
generate, via a video dataset, a plurality of eye blink movements from random noise input, wherein the
plurality of eye blink movements are generated for each eye based on a sequence of generated displace-
ments of associated facial landmark points of each eye region, and wherein the plurality of eye blink move-
ments comprise a set of eye landmark points with blink motion;
replace one or more eye landmark points of the plurality of facial landmark points with the set of eye landmark
points with blink motion to obtain a set of final landmark points, the set of final landmark points comprises
(i) the set of eye landmark points with blink motion and (ii) one or more landmark points containing the
speech-induced motion;
generate one or more target-specific landmark points based on (i) the set of final landmark points and (ii)
an identity landmark obtained from the identity image; and
generate, an attention-based texture, using an attention map and a color map that are learnt using the one
or more target-specific landmark points and the identity image, wherein the attention-based texture serves
as an animated talking face of the target individual.

7. The system as claimed in claim 6, wherein the identity image comprises an image containing a neutral facial ex-
pression of the target individual.

8. The system as claimed in claim 6, wherein the plurality of eye blink movements are generated from random noise
input by:

performing a comparison of the sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial landmark points
of each eye region with one or more ground truth displacements, wherein one or more higher order moments
of distribution of the sequence of generated displacements are compared with the one or more ground truth
displacements; and
generating the plurality of eye blink movements based on the comparison.

9. The system as claimed in claim 8, wherein the one or more higher order moments of the sequence of generated
displacements comprise one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated displacements.

10. The system as claimed in claim 9, wherein the one or more statistics of the distribution of the sequence of generated
displacements comprise at least one of a mean, a variance, and a skewness, wherein a Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) loss is computed using the one or more statistics, and wherein the MMD loss is a measure of a similarity or
a dissimilarity between a distribution of (i) the plurality of eye blink movements and (ii) one or more ground truth eye
blink movements.

11. A computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable medium having a computer readable
program embodied therein, wherein the computer readable program, when executed on a computing device, causes
the computing device to generate identity preserving realistic talking face using audio speech of a user by:

obtaining, via one or more hardware processors an audio speech and an identity image of a target individual;
extracting, via the one or more hardware processors, one or more DeepSpeech features of the target individual
from the audio speech;
generating, using the extracted one or more DeepSpeech features, via a trained speech-to-landmark generation
network, a speech-induced motion on a sparse representation of a neutral mean face pertaining to the at least
one user, wherein the sparse representation of the speech-induced motion comprises a plurality of facial land-
mark points;
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generating, via a video dataset, a plurality of eye blink movements from random noise input, wherein the plurality
of eye blink movements are generated for each eye based on a sequence of generated displacements of
associated facial landmark points of each eye region, and wherein the plurality of eye blink movements comprise
a set of eye landmark points with blink motion;
replacing one or more eye landmark points of the plurality of facial landmark points with the set of eye landmark
points with blink motion to obtain a set of final landmark points, the set of final landmark points comprises (i)
the set of eye landmark points with blink motion and (ii) one or more landmark points containing the speech-
induced motion;
generating one or more target-specific landmark points based on (i) the set of final landmark points and (ii) an
identity landmark obtained from the identity image; and
generating, an attention-based texture, using an attention map and a color map that are learnt using the one
or more target-specific landmark points and the identity image, wherein the attention-based texture serves as
an animated talking face of the target individual.

12. The computer program product as claimed in claim 11, wherein the identity image comprises an image containing
a neutral facial expression of the target individual.

13. The computer program product as claimed in claim 11, wherein the step of generating, via a video dataset, a plurality
of eye blink movements from random noise input, comprises: performing a comparison of the sequence of generated
displacements of the associated facial landmark points of each eye region with one or more ground truth displace-
ments, wherein one or more higher order moments of distribution of the sequence of generated displacements of
the associated facial landmark points of each eye region are compared with the one or more ground truth displace-
ments; and generating the plurality of eye blink movements based on the comparison.

14. The computer program product as claimed in claim 13, wherein the one or more higher order moments of the
sequence of generated displacements of the associated facial landmark points of each eye region comprise one or
more statistics.

15. The computer program product as claimed in claim 14, wherein the one or more statistics of the distribution of the
sequence of generated displacements comprise at least one of a mean, a variance, and a skewness. In an embod-
iment, a Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) loss is computed using the one or more statistics. In an embodiment,
the MMD loss is a measure of a similarity or a dissimilarity between a distribution of (i) the plurality of eye blink
movements and (ii) one or more ground truth eye blink movements.
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